
	

	
  



	

	

 
 

Brahma Nityam part 1 
- The Eternal Being - 

	
	
	

mantra: Anandajay 
vocals: Anandajay 

music: Raju & Anandajay 
arrangement & composition: Anandajay 

	
	
	

1. Om Purnam mantra, 40.00 min. 
(offers a relaxing healing of your heart) 

2. Brahma mantra, 39.48 min. 
(offers a relaxing healing of your manifestation) 

total playing time: 79.52 min.  



	

	

1. Om Purnam mantra 

Om purnamadah purnamidam 
Purnaat purnamudachyate 
Purnasya purnamadaya 
Purnam evavashishyate 

Free translation: Both essence and creation are all-encompassing (both the 
principle source of everything, as well as the cosmos and the world, all that is 
created or that exists), are whole and perfect. Only perfection can bring forth 
perfection (imperfection cannot cause perfection). If something is taken out of 
this wholeness, still wholeness remains (whatever disappears out of life, eternal Being 
always remains essentially perfect). This wholeness is called Purna and here we sing to 
her devotedly and gratefully. 

Explanation Sanskrit words: The word Purnam comes from the Sanskrit root ‘pr’, 
which means ‘fill’. Purnam is about everything related to fullness, fulfillment, 
substance and roundness. Because of this fullness, this wholeness, it is commonly 
translated in short as perfection. The concept Purnam or Brahman - Absolute 
Being, that which creates and causes everything - can also be described as all-
encompassing fullness and perfection. As such perfection has nothing to do with 
form, beauty or goodness, but with the fullness of Being out of which all that exists 
arises. Everyone who through meditation experiences his innermost being, 
recognizes therein this so-called perfect or absolute state that is expressed with 
Brahman and Purnam.  



	

	

The translation can also be summarized as: Brahman, the essence of existence, of 
being here, is wholesome, is perfect, is eternal Being. 

2. Brahma mantra  

Brahmaarpanam Brahma havir 
Brahmaagnau Brahmanaa hutam  

Brahmai va tena gantavyam 
Brahma karma samaadhina 

This mantra is part of the 24th verse of the 4th chapter of the Bhagavad Gita.   

Free translation: All forms of devotion are expressions of the energy of Brahma 
which causes expansion, growth, creation and evolution (the Sanskrit root ‘Brih’ 
means growth and expansion). That devotion which takes place is the energy of 
Brahma (everything that plays a role in making devotion possible is a result of 
expansion, growth, creation and evolution). The act of devotion, that truly takes 
place is a confirmation of the energy of Brahma (the energy of doing, and that 
there is someone who does, are the result of expansion, growth, creation and 
evolution). All material aspects that play a role in devotion are the energy of 
Brahma (everything which expresses devotion is the result of expansion, growth, 
creation and evolution). In other words and in summary the mantra says: 
Everything is Brahma (everything is the expanding energy of life and being). 

The message of the mantra is therefore: Only he who recognizes Brahma (the 
energy of expansion and being) in everything will experience within himself the 
source of Brahma.   



	

	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	

 
 

info: 
website: www.lightofbeing.org/en 
email: contact@lightofbeing.org 

tel: 0032 (0)80 548 638 
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